In this paper, we apply a sequential source coding framework to analyze fundamental performance limitations of stochastic control systems subject to feedback data-rate constraints. We first show that the characterization of the rate-distortion region obtained using sequential codes with a per-time average distortion constraint can be simplified for spatially IID m-order Markov sources and generalized to total (across time) average distortion constraints. Furthermore, we show that the corresponding minimum totalrate achieved by sequential codes is precisely the nonanticipative rate distortion function (NRDF) also known as sequential RDF. We use our findings to derive analytical non-asymptotic, finite-dimensional bounds on the minimum achievable performance in two control-related application examples. 
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the fundamental characteristics of networked control systems (NCSs) [1] is the existence of an imperfect communication network between computational and physical entities. In such setups, an analytical framework to assess impacts of communication and data-rate limitations on the control performance is strongly required.
In this paper, we adopt information-theoretic tools to analyze these requirements. Specifically, we consider sequential coding of correlated sources [2] (see Fig. 1 ) that is a generalization of the successive refinement source coding problem [3] - [5] . In successive refinement, source coding is performed in (time) stages where one first describes the given source within a few bits of information and, then, tries to "refine" the description of the same source (at the subsequent stages) when more information is available. Sequential coding differs from successive refinement in that at the second stage, encoding involves describing a correlated (in time) source as opposed to improving the description of the same source. To accomplish this task, sequential coding encompasses a spatio-temporal coding method. In addition, sequential coding is a temporally zero-delay coding paradigm since both encoding and decoding must occur in real-time. The resulting zero-delay coding approach is fundamentally different from the existing works in [6] - [12] , because it relies on the use of a spatio-temporal coding approach (see Fig. 1 ) whereas the latter works rely solely on temporal coding approaches.
A. Literature review on sequential source coding
Sequential source coding of correlated sources [2] was motivated by its utility in video coding applications. The authors of [2] characterized the minimum achievable rate-distortion region for June 12 , 2019 DRAFT two temporally correlated random variables with each being a vector of spatially independent and identically distributed (IID) processes (also called "frames" or spatial vectors), subject to a coupled average distortion criterion. Recently, sequential coding was further studied in [13] - [15] . In [13] , the authors used an extension of the framework of [2] to three time instants to investigate the effect of sequential coding when possible coding delays occur within a multiinput multi-output distributed system. Around the same time, the authors of [14] generalized the framework of [2] to a finite number of time instants. Compared to [2] and [13] , their spatiotemporal source process is correlated over time whereas each frame is spatially jointly stationary and totally ergodic subject to a per-time average distortion criterion. More recently, the same authors in [15] drew connections between sequential causal coding and predictive sequential causal coding, that is, for (first-order) Markov sources subject to a single-letter fidelity constraint, sequential causal coding and sequential predictive coding coincide. For three time instants of an IID vector source containing jointly Gaussian correlated processes (not necessarily Markov)
an explicit expression of the minimum achievable sum-rate for a per-time mean-squared error (MSE) distortion is obtained in [16] .
The connection between the sequential coding and control-related applications was stressed by Khina et al. in [17] . In this work, the authors considered a multi-track system that tracks several parallel time-varying Gauss-Markov processes with IID spatial components over a single shared wireless communication link that operates with fixed data-rate at each instant. In their scenario, the Gauss-Markov processes are observed by a single observer that translates these measurements into a single spatial vector (frame), maps them into finite-rate packets which are send to a MMSE estimator. For the previous setup, they derived a lower bound on the optimal performance using the entropy power and Jensen's inequalities whereas an upper bound is also shown using sequential predictive coding (see for instance differential pulse-code modulation (DPCM) paradigms in [18] , [19] ). The upper bound coincides with the lower bound for infinitely long spatial components.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we revisit the sequential causal coding framework to obtain the following results.
(1) We show that the description of the rate-distortion region subject to a per-time average distortion constraint obtained in [13] , [14] can be simplified for spatially IID m-order (Theorem 2) . Furthermore, we show that the minimum achievable total-rate coincides with the NRDF introduced in [20] (Proposition 2). This observation provides the NRDF with an operational meaning as the tight lower bound of the minimum total-rates achieved by sequential codes.
(2) We obtain analytical non-asymptotic and possibly finite-dimensional lower and upper bounds on the minimum achievable total-rates (per-dimension) for a similar multi-track communication system to the one introduced in [17] . Specifically, in contrast to the existing result [17] , we allow the instantaneous data-rate conveyed through the noiseless link to be obtained from a total (across time) average distortion criterion. This necessitates the use of a dynamic reverse-waterfilling resource allocation solution (Theorems 3, 4) that we implement in Algorithm 1.
(3) We obtain analogous bounds to (2) on the minimum achievable total (across time) cost of control (per-dimension) for a NCS with time-varying quantized LQG closed-loops operating with data-rate obtained subject to a solution of a reverse-waterfilling algorithm (Theorems
5, 6).
Discussion of the contributions. The information structures derived in (1) for the minimum achievable total-rate with either total or per-time average distortion constraints complement the results obtained in [21, Section 4] , [6] . The non-asymptotic upper bounds in (2) are obtained because we are able to bound a lattice quantizer [22] using a quantization scheme with existing performance guarantees such as the DPCM-based entropy coded-dithered quantization (ECDQ) scheme and by using existing approximations from quantization theory for high-dimensional but possibly finite-dimensional quantizers with a MSE performance criterion (see, e.g., [23] ).
The non-asymptotic bounds derived in (3) are obtained using the so-called "weak separation principle" of control and estimation (for details, see §V). Moreover, our bounds in (3) reveal the necessary conditions for ensuring non-asymptotic stability of the quantized cost of control for the specific NCS (Remark 5).
This paper is organized as follows. In §II we introduce the notation and give an overview of the sequential coding. In §III we derive information structures on the characterization of the achievable rate-distortion region obtained using sequential causal codes and the minimum achievable total-rate when the source process is modeled as a Markov process subject to either a per-time or total (in time) average distortion constraint. Then, we stress the connection to sequential or NRDF. In §IV, §V, we exemplify the framework of §III by means of two application examples for which we derive non-asymptotic bounds (per dimension) on the optimal performance.We draw conclusions and discuss future directions in §VI.
Notation: R is the set of real numbers, N 1 is the set of positive integers, and N n 1 {1, . . . , n}, n ∈ N 1 , respectively. Let X be a finite-dimensional Euclidean space, and B(X)
be the Borel σ-algebra on X. A random variable (RV) X defined on some probability space (Ω, F, P) is a map X : Ω → X. The probability distribution of a RV X with realization X = x on X is denoted by P X ≡ p(x). The conditional distribution of a RV Y with realization Y = y,
given X = x is denoted by Q Y |X ≡ q(y|x). We denote by E{·} the expectation operator. We denote the sequence of one-sided RVs by
and their values by x t,j ∈ X t,j × j k=t X k . We denote the sequence of ordered RVs with "i th "
spatial components by X i t,j , so that X i t,j is a vector of dimension "i", and their values by
Markov Chain (MC) which means that p(x|y, z) = p(x|y). We denote the diagonal of a square matrix by diag(·). If A ∈ R p×p , we denote by A 0 (resp., A 0) a positive semidefinite matrix (resp., positive definite matrix). We denote the determinant of some matrix A ∈ R p×p by |A|. We denote by h(x) (resp. h(x|y)) the differential entropy of a distribution p(x) (resp. p(x|y)). Unless otherwise stated, when we say "total" (average) distortion or "total-rate" we mean with respect to the time.
II. SYNOPSIS OF SEQUENTIAL CODING
In this section, we give an overview of sequential causal coding introduced and analyzed in [13] , [14] when the spatio-temporal processes are temporally correlated with IID spatial components.
In the following analysis, we will consider processes for a fixed time-span t ∈ N n 1 , i.e., (X 1 , . . . , X t ). Following [13] , [14] , we assume that the sequences of RVs are defined on alphabet spaces with finite cardinality. Nevertheless, these can be extended following for instance the techniques employed in [24] to continuous alphabet spaces as well (i.e., Gaussian processes) with MSE distortion constraints.
First, we use some definitions (with slight modifications to ease the readability of the paper) from [13, §II] 
where {0, 1} * denotes the set of all binary sequences of finite length satisfying the property that at each time instant t the range of {f t : t ∈ N n 1 } given any t − 1 binary sequences is an instantaneous code. Moreover, the encoded and reconstructed sequences of {X
* , and Y p t = g t (S 1,t ), respectively, with |Y t | < ∞. Moreover, the expected rate in bits per symbol at each time instant (normalized over the spatial components) is defined as
where |S t | denotes the length of the binary sequence S t .
Distortion criterion: For each t ∈ N n 1 , we consider a total (in dimension) single-letter distortion criterion. This means that the distortion between X p t and Y p t is measured by a function
The per-time average distortion is defined as
We remark that the following results are still valid even if the distortion function (3) has dependency on previous reproductions {Y p 1,t−1 : t ∈ N n 1 } (see, e.g., [13] ).
Definition 2. (Achievability)
A rate-distortion tuple (R 1,n , D 1,n ) (R 1 , . . . , R n , D 1 , . . . , D n ) for any "n" is said to be achievable for a given sequential causal coding system if for all > 0, there exists a sequential
Moreover, let the set of all achievable rate-distortion tuples (R 1,n , D 1,n ) be denoted by R * . Then, the minimum total-rate required to achieve the distortion tuple (D 1 , D 2 , . . . , D n ) is defined by the following optimization problem:
Source model: The finite alphabet source randomly generates symbols X
according to the n−order PMF
where we have assumed initial value for p(x
, that is, the source process
For the source model of (7) it is assumed that the spatio-temporal (joint) distribution is temporally correlated with spatially IID components,
Achievable rate-distortion regions and minimum achievable total-rate: Next, we characterize the achievable rate-distortion regions and the minimum achievable total-rate for the source model (7) with the distortion constraint (4).
The following lemma is given in [14, Theorem 5] .
Lemma 1. (Achievable rate-distortion region)
Consider the source model (7) with the average distortion of (4). Then, the "spatially" single-
is obtained as follows:
where {S 1,n−1 , Y 1,n } are the auxiliary (encoded) and reproduction RVs, respectively, taking values in some finite alphabet spaces {S 1,n−1 , Y 1,n }, and {g t (·) : t ∈ N n 1 } are deterministic functions.
Remark 1. (Comments on Lemma 1)
In the characterization of Lemma 1, the spatial index is excluded because the rate and distortion regions are normalized with the total number of spatial components. This point is also shown in [14, Theorem 4] . Following [13] or [14] , Lemma 1 gives a set R IID that is convex and closed (this can be shown by trivially generalizing the time-sharing and continuity arguments of [13, Appendix C2] to n time-steps). This in turn means that R * = R IID (see, e.g., [14, Theorem 5] ).
Thus, (6) can be reformulated to the following optimization problem:
The next lemma states a lower bound to the characterization of (9) that is tight if and only if
Lemma 2. (Minimum achievable total-rate of Lemma 1)
The characterization of the minimum achievable total-rate in (9) can be lower bounded as follows:
where (a) holds with equality if and only if (i) S t = Y t for any t ∈ N n 1 and (ii) I(X 1,n ;
is a variant of directed information [25] , [26] obtained by the conditional independence constraints imposed in the constraint set of (10).
Proof. The proof is an extension of the three time-step proof derived in [13, Corollary 1.1] to n-time steps.
Remark 2. (Comments on the achievability of Lemma 2)
Lemma 2 demonstrates that, in general, we have R
However, it is also stressed that this bound is achieved if and only if the optimal minimizer or "test-channel" at each time instant in (10), corresponds precisely to the distribution generated by a sequential encoder, i.e., S t = Y t , for any t ∈ N n 1 . In other words, the bound is tight if the encoder (or quantizer for continuous alphabet sources) simulates exactly the corresponding "test-channel" distribution of (10) . Note that in general, this idealization is very hard to be achieved. However, as demonstrated in [27] it is true for all sources that are IID. In the sequential coding setup, this idealization holds as the block-length of the IID spatial components tends to infinity, i.e., p −→ ∞. This is demonstrated via an application example for jointly Gaussian RVs and MSE distortion in [13, Corollary 1.2].
III. THEORETICAL RESULTS
In this section, we show that if the source is an m-order Markov process, the description of the rate-distortion region in Lemma 1, and the characterization of the minimum achievable total-rate in Lemma 2 can be simplified. Moreover, we generalize Lemma 2 to total average distortion constraints. Finally, we show that if the spatio-temporal source process is spatially IID, then, the optimization problem of Lemma 2 is precisely the NRDF, also known as sequential RDF.
First, we let the source model to be an m−order Markov process, i.e.,
where m = {1, . . . , t}, t ∈ N n 1 , that is assume to be fixed.Then, the following proposition holds.
Proposition 1. (Structural result of Lemma 1)
Consider the source model in (11) for a fixed m, and the average distortion of (4). Then, the single-letter characterization of the rate-distortion tuples (R 1,n , D 1,n ) in Lemma 1 can be simplified as follows:
In the next theorem, we use Proposition 1 to generalize Lemma 2 to spatially IID m − order Markov processes.
Theorem 1. (Structural result of Lemma 2)
Consider the source model in (11) with fixed m, and the average distortion criterion of (4).
Then,
where (a) holds if and only if
is obtained because of the conditional independence constraints imposed in the constraint set of (14).
Proof. See Appendix A.
In the following theorem, we generalize Lemma 2 to total average distortion constraints.
Theorem 2. (Generalization of Lemma 2)
The minimum achievable total-rate in Lemma 1 can be characterized subject to a total average distortion constraint as follows:
where (a) holds if and only if S t = Y t , ∀t ∈ N n 1 ;
1 n n t=1 E {d t (X t , Y t )} ≤ D denotes the total average distortion constraint with E {d t (X t , Y t )} defined as in (4).
Proof. See Appendix B.
Remark 3. (Comments on Theorem 2)
Clearly, using Proposition 1 one can generalize Theorem 2 to m − order Markov sources (with the appropriate MCs) following precisely the approach put forward in Theorem 2.
Connections to NRDF: Next, we demonstrate that the minimum total-rate achieved by sequential codes is precisely the NRDF introduced in [20] , [28] for per-time average distortion constraints and in [12] , [21] , [29] for total average distortion constraints. To do so, we recall the definition of NRDF with total distortion constraints (the one with per-time constraints follows similarly and we omit it).
The NRDF, denoted by R na 1,n (D), is defined as:
Using Definition 3, we get the following proposition.
For spatio-temporal processes that are temporally correlated and spatially IID, we obtain
Proof. This follows once it is observed that the conditional independence constraints in Theorem 2 correspond precisely to the conditional independence constraints of R Proposition 2 provides the well-studied information metric R na 1,n (D) with an operation meaning as the tight lower bound to the total-rate achievable by sequential codes.
IV. APPLICATION IN STATE ESTIMATION
In this section, we apply the sequential coding framework of the previous section to a state estimation problem and obtain new results in such applications.
We consider a similar scenario to [17, §II] where a multi-track system estimates several "parallel" Gaussian processes over a single shared communication link as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Following the sequential coding framework, we require the Gaussian source processes to have temporally correlated and spatially IID components, which are observed by an observer who collects the measured states into a single vector state. Then, the observer/encoder maps the states as random finite-rate packets to a MMSE estimator through a noiseless link. Compared to the setup of [17, §II] which presupposes per-time average distortion constraint and fixed-data rate, here we assume total average distortion constraint which necessitates the use of random data-rate at each time instant to be conveyed through the noiseless link. State process. Consider p-parallel time-varying Gauss-Markov processes with IID spatial components as follows:
Observer
where
); the non-random coefficient α t ∈ R is known at each time step t, and {w
, is an independent Gaussian noise process at each t, independent of x 1 , ∀i ∈ N p 1 . Since (18) has IID spatial components it can be compactly written as a vector or frame as follows:
, and the independent Gaussian noise process W t ∈ R p (that is spatially IID) is independent of the initial state X 1 .
Observer/Encoder. At the observer the spatially IID time-varying R p -valued Gauss-Markov processes are collected into a frame X t ∈ R p and mapped using sequential coding with encoded sequence:
where at t = 1 we assume S 1 = f 1 (X 1 ), and R t = E|St| p is the expected (random) rate (per dimension) at each time instant t transmitted through the noiseless link.
MMSE Decoder. The data packet S t is received using the following reconstructed sequence:
where at t = 1 we have Y 1 = g 1 (S 1 ).
Distortion. We consider the total MSE distortion normalized over all spatial components as follows:
Performance. The performance of the above system (per dimension) can be cast to the following optimization problem:
In what follows, we prove the following theorem. (1) For the multi-track system in Fig. 2 , the minimum achievable total-rate for any "n" and any p, however large, is R IID,op,1 sum (D) = n t=1 R t with the minimum achievable rate distortion at each time instant (per dimension) given by some R t ≥ R * t such that
and D t is the distortion at each time instant evaluated based on a dynamic reverse-waterfilling algorithm operating forward in time. The algorithm is as follows:
with n t=1 D t = nD, and
where θ > 0 is the Lagrangian multiplier tuned to obtain equality
and D ∈ (0, ∞).
(2) If we consider a DPCM predictive coding scheme with an MMSE R p -valued quantizer in (23) that "simulates" precisely the Gaussian test-channel distribution corresponding to R * t , ∀t, then, the minimum achievable total-rate for the multi-track setting in Fig. 2 
with all the statements in (1) to hold.
Proof. See Appendix C.
We remark the following comments for Theorem 3.
Remark 4. (Comments on Theorem 3)
(1) The "realization" of an "ideal" quantizer in Theorem 3, (2), can, in general, only be achieved if the number of dimensions within the system becomes infinitely large, i.e., p −→ ∞. . On the other hand, [30, Algorithm 1] requires a specific proportionality gain factor γ ∈ (0, 1] chosen appropriately at each time instant. The choice of γ affects the rate of convergence whereas it does not guarantee global convergence of the algorithm. In Fig. 3 , we illustrate a numerical simulation using Algorithm 1 by taking a t ∈ (0, 2), σ 2 wt = 1, for t = {1, 2, . . . , 200} and D = 1. Upper bounds to the minimum achievable total-rate: In the next theorem, we employ a sequential causal DPCM-based scheme using pre/post filtered ECDQ (for details, see [22, Chapter 5]) which ensures standard performance guarantees on the minimum achievable sum- 
Algorithm 1 Dynamic reverse-waterfilling algorithm
Initialize: number of time-steps n; distortion level D; error tolerance ; error tolerance ; nominal minimum and maximum value θ min = 0 and θ max =
2D
; initial variance
of the initial state x 1 , values a t and σ 2 wt of (18). Set θ = 1/2D; flag = 0. while flag = 0 do Compute D t ∀ t as follows: for t = 1 : n do Compute ξ t according to (26) . Compute D t according to (25) 
. else flag ← 1 end if end while Output: {D t : t ∈ N (D) = n t=1 R t , to obtain an upper bound to the performance of the multi-track setup of Fig. 2 . The reason for the choice of this quantization scheme is twofold. First, it can be implemented in practice and, second, it allows to find analytical achievable bounds and approximations on finite-dimensional quantizers which generate near-Gaussian quantization noise and Gaussian quantization noise for infinite dimensional quantizers [22] . Suppose that in (23) we apply a sequential causal ECDQ-based DPCM predictive coding scheme with an R p -valued lattice quantizer. Then, the minimum achievable total-rate R IID,op,1 sum
, where at each time instant R ECDQ t is upper bounded as follows:
where R * t is obtained from Theorem 3, (1), is the additional cost due to having prefix-free (instantaneous) coding.
Proof. See Appendix D.
Recently in [32] , it is pointed out that for discrete-time processes one can assume in the ECDQ coding scheme the clocks of the entropy encoder and the entropy decoder to be synchronized, thus, eliminating the additional rate-loss due to prefix-free coding. This assumption, will give a better upper bound in Theorem 4 because the term 1 p will be removed.
Computation of Theorem 4:
Unfortunately, finding G p in (28) for good high-dimensional quantizers of possibly finite dimension is currently an open problem (although it can be approximated for any dimension using for example product lattices [23] ). Therefore, in what follows we propose existing computable bounds to the achievable upper bound of Theorem 4
for any high-dimensional lattice quantizer. Note that these bounds were derived as a consequence of the main result by Zador [23] , namely, it is possible to reduce the MSE distortion normalized per dimension using higher-dimensional quantizers. Toward this end, Zador introduced a lower bound on G p using the dimensionless normalized second moment of a p-dimensional sphere, June 12, 2019 DRAFT hereinafter denoted by G(S p ), for which it holds that:
where Γ(·) is the gamma function. Moreover, G p and G(S p ) are connected via the following inequalities:
where (a), (b) holds with equality for p −→ ∞; (c) holds with equality if p = 1.
Note that in [23, equation (82)], there is also an upper bound on G p due to Zador. The bound is the following:
In Fig. 4 we illustrate two plots where we compute the bounds derived in Theorems 3, 4
for two different scenarios. In Fig. 4 , (a), we choose t = {1, . . . , 20}, a t ∈ (0, 1.5), σ 2 wt = 1, and D = 1, to illustrate the gap between the time-varying rate-distortion allocation obtained using the lower bound (24) and the upper bound (28) when the latter is approximated with the best known quantizer up to twenty four dimensions that is a lattice known as Leech lattice quantizer (for details see, e.g., [23, Table 2 .3]). For this experiment the gap between the two bounds is approximately 0.126 bits/dimension. In Fig. 4, (b) , we perform another experiment assuming the same values for (a t , σ 2 wt , D), whereas the quantization is performed for 500 dimensions. We observe that the achievable bounds obtained via (29) and (31) are quite tight (they have a gap of approximately 0.0014 bits/dimension) whereas the gap between the lower bound (24) with the achievable upper bound (28) approximated by (29) is 0.0097 bits/dimension, and the one approximated by (31) is approximately 0.011 bits/dimension. Thus, compared to the first experiment where p = 24, the gap between the bounds on the minimum achievable rate R ECDQ t is considerably decreased because we increased the number of dimensions in the system. Clearly, when the number of dimensions in the system increase, the gap between (24) and the high dimensional approximations of (28) will become arbitrary small. The two bounds will coincide in the asymptotic limit, due to the asymptotic optimality of the ECDQ-based DPCM predictive coding scheme (see [22, Chapter 5] ) and also because in the limit, (29) is equal to (31) (see, e.g., [23, equation (83)]). 
V. APPLICATION IN NCSS
In this section, we demonstrate the sequential coding framework in the NCS setup of Fig. 5 by applying the results obtained in §IV.
Plant. Consider p parallel time-varying controlled Gauss-Markov processes as follows:
), ∀i; the non-random coefficients (α t , β t ) ∈ R are known to the system with (α t , β t ) = 0, ∀t; {u t (i) : i ∈ N p 1 } is the controlled process with can be compactly written as follows
0 is an independent Gaussian noise process independent of X 1 . Note that in this setup, the plant is fully observable for the observer (encoder) that acts as an encoder but not for the controller due to the quantization noise (coding noise).
Observer/Encoder. At the encoder the controlled process is collected into a frame X t ∈ R p from the plant and encoded as follows:
where at t = 1 we have
is the rate at each time instant t available for transmission via the noiseless channel. Note that in the design of Fig. 5 , the channel is noiseless, and the controller/decoder are deterministic mappings, thus, the observer/encoder implicitly has access to earlier control signals U 1,t−1 ∈ U 1,t−1 .
Decoder/Controller. The data packet S t is received by the controller using the following reconstructed sequence:
According to (35) , when the sequence S 1,t is available at the decoder/controller, all past control signals U 1,t−1 are completely specified.
Quadratic cost. The cost of control (per dimension) is defined as
where Q t = diag (Q t . . . , Q t ) 0, Q t ∈ R p×p and N t = diag (N t , . . . , N t ) 0, N t ∈ R p×p , are designing parameters that penalize the state variables or the control signals.
Performance. The performance of Fig. 5 (per dimension) can be cast to a finite-time horizon quantized LQG control problem subject to all communication constraints as follows:
Iterative Encoder/Controller Design: In general, as (37) suggests, the optimal performance of the system in Fig. 5 is achieved only when the encoder/controller pair is designed jointly.
This is a quite challenging task especially when the channel is noisy because information structure in non-nested in such cases (for details see, e.g., [33] ). There are examples, however, where the separation principle applies and the task comes much easier. More precisely, the socalled certainty equivalent controller remains optimal if the estimation errors are independent of previous control commands (i.e., dual effect is absent) [34] . In our case, the optimal control strategy will be a certainty equivalence controller only if we assume a fixed and given sequence of encoders {f t : t ∈ N n 1 } (see, e.g., [35, Proposition 3] , [36] , [37, §III] ). Moreover, the separation principle will also be optimal if we consider a MMSE estimate of the state (similar to what we have established in §IV), and an encoder that minimizes a distortion for state estimation at the controller. The resulting separation principle is termed "weak separation principle" [36] as it relies on the fixed and given quantization policies. This is different from the well-known full separation principle in the classical LQG stochastic control problem [38] where the problem separates naturally into a state estimator and a state feedback controller without any loss of optimality.
Next, we give the weak separation principle that corresponds to Fig. 5 in the form of a lemma that was first derived in [36] , [39] for the more general setting of correlated vector-valued controlled Gauss-Markov processes with linear quadratic cost. The optimal controller that minimizes (37) is given by
where E {X t |S 1,t } are the fixed quantized state estimates obtained from the estimation problem
. . , L t ) ∈ R p is the optimal LQG control (feedback) gain obtained as
and K t = diag(K t , . . . , K t ) 0 is obtained using the backward recursions:
with K n+1 = 0. Moreover, this controller achieves a minimum linear quadratic cost of
} is the MMSE distortion obtained using any quantization (coding) in the control/estimation system.
Before we prove our main theorem, we define the instantaneous cost of control as follows:
Next, we prove the following theorem. (1) For the NCS of Fig. 5 , the minimum total-cost of control (per dimension) for any "n" and any p, however large, is J(R) = n t=1 LQG t , with LQG t ≥ LQG * t such that
where D t (R * t ) is given by:
with the pair (D(R * t ), R * t ) given by (24)- (26) . (2) If we consider a DPCM predictive coding scheme with a MMSE R p -valued quantizer in (41) that "simulates" precisely the Gaussian test-channel distribution corresponding to R * t , ∀t, then, for any "n" the minimum achievable total-cost of control for the NCS in Fig. 5 is given by J(R) = n t=1 LQG t such that LQG t = LQG * t . Hence,
with K n+1 = 0 and all the statements in (1) to hold.
Proof. See Appendix E.
Next, we use Theorem 4 to find an upper bound on J(R).
Theorem 6. (Upper bound on J(R))
Suppose that in (41) we apply a sequential causal ECDQ-based DPCM predictive coding scheme with an R p -valued lattice quantizer. Then, J(R) = n t=1 LQG t for any n, and any p, with the instantaneous cost of control {LQG t : t ∈ N n−1 1 } (per dimension) to be upper bounded as follows:
whereas, at t = n, LQG n = σ 2 wn K n and R ECDQ t is bounded above as in (28) .
Proof. Note that from Lemma 3, (41), we obtain:
where (a) follows by first reformulating {R * t : t ∈ N n 1 } similar to (60) (in the derivation of Theorem 5) so that we decouple the dependence on D t−1 . Then, we solve the inequality obtained June 12, 2019 DRAFT in Theorem 4, (28) with respect to D(R ECDQ t ) which gives
Observe that the last step t = n is trivial because in (41) we have K n+1 = 0. This completes the proof.
Note that for Theorems 5, 6 we can remark the following. (see [22, Chapter 5] ).
(2) The upper bound in (46) is different compared to the existing upper bounds in [40] - [42] obtained using ECDQ coding schemes with noiseless feedback links. Specifically, [40] - [42] consider schemes operating at infinite-time horizon whereas here we propose sequential coding which facilitates the computation of upper bounds in finite-time horizon. Moreover, those papers used scalar quantization to obtain their bounds whereas here we leverage vector quantization in the spatial dimension "p" which further improves the systems' performance. Finally, in [40, Eq. (25) ] (see also [41] ), [42, Eq. (4) ] the authors seek the minimum rates subject to a cost which is constrained by some scalar constant. Here, we consider the inverse problem, i.e., we minimize the LQG control cost when the total-rates are constrained by some constant R (see (37) ).
(3) The bounds in Theorems 5, 6 reveal necessary conditions to stabilize the non-asymptotic cost of control, when |a t | > 1, i.e., the parallel time-varying Gauss-Markov processes in (32) are unstable. Specifically, from (43) we ensure LQG * t < ∞ only if R * t > log 2 |α t |. Similarly, from (46), we ensure LQG
Asymptotic limit: If in (43), (46) we let t −→ ∞, and assume that α t ≡ α, β t ≡ β,
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The lower bound of (49) (per dimension) is well-known (see, e.g., [39] First, observe that for any point (R 1,n , D 1,n ) ∈ R IID,op,m there exist auxiliary RVs and deterministic functions that satisfy the constraint set of the rate-distortion region in (12) . Choose a fixed positive integer m ∈ {1, . . . , t}, t ∈ N n 1 . Then, we obtain
where (a) stems from the fact that the conditional independence constraints in (12) hold; (b) stems from the fact that Y 1,t−1 = g(S 1,t−1 ), ∀t. Note that I(X 1,n ; Y 1,n ) = n t=1 I(X t+1−m,t ; Y t |Y 1,t−1 ) because the conditional independence constraints in (14) are satisfied. Thus, a lower bound to the minimum achievable total-rate is obtained.
Now, because a possible realization of the encoded symbols is always {S
we obtain n t=0 R t = min the constraints of (12) hold I(X 1,n ; Y n , S 1,n−1 ) ≤ min the constraints in (14) hold
This completes the proof.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 2
First observe that in Lemma 1 we can take F (D 1 , . . . , D n ) = {R 1 , . . . , R n | expressions of (8) hold} .
Then, the minimum achievable total-rate subject to a total average distortion constraint can be formulated as follows. = right hand side (RHS) of (15), (53) where (a) follows from Theorem 1. This completes the proof. 
where (a) hold with equality if and only if Y t = S t , ∀t ∈ N n 1 , or equivalently, if and only if the Gaussian minimizing distribution is precisely achieved by an ideal quantizer (see the discussion in Remark 2). By Proposition 2, the RHS term in (54) corresponds precisely to the NRDF obtained for parallel Gauss-Markov processes with a total MSE distortion constraint which is a simple generalization of the scalar-valued problem that has already been studied in [30] . Therefore, using the analysis of [30] we can obtain: 
where (b) follows by definition; (c) follows from the fact that h(X t |Y 1,t−1 ) = in (28) follows because in pre/post filtered ECDQ coding scheme, we have entropy coders which herein we assume to operate using prefix-free codes that cause an additional rate-loss of at most This completes the proof.
